Polygons - Regular or not regular

Write down if polygon is regular or not:

1)  

2)  

3)  

4)  

5)  

6)  
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Polygons - Regular or not regular

Write down if polygon is regular or not:

1) not regular
2) not regular
3) not regular
4) not regular
5) not regular
6) not regular
7) not regular
8) not regular
9) not regular
10) not regular
11) not regular
12) not regular
13) not regular
14) not regular
55) not regular

56) not regular

57) not regular

58) not regular

59) not regular

60) not regular

61) not regular

62) not regular
63) not regular
64) not regular
65) not regular
66) not regular
67) not regular
68) not regular
69) not regular
70) not regular
111) regular

112) not regular

113) not regular

114) not regular

115) not regular

116) not regular

117) not regular

118) not regular
not regular
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not regular
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not regular
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167) not regular

168) not regular

169) not regular

170) not regular

171) not regular

172) not regular

173) not regular

174) not regular
not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular
not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular
not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular
not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular
not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular

not regular